which is also a total dominating set is called a locating total dominating set of G. The minimum cardinality of a locating total dominating set of G is called the locating total domination number of G. In this paper, we determine the locating total domination numbers of the join, corona and composition of graphs.
Introduction
Let G = (V (G), E(G)) be a simple connected graph. The neighborhood of v ∈ V (G) is the set N G (v)= {x ∈ V (G) : xv ∈ E(G)}. The degree of v ∈ V (G), denoted by deg G (v) , is equal to the cardinality of N G (v) and the maximum degree of G is Δ(G)= max {deg G (x) : x ∈ E(G)}. A vertex v of G is a leaf if deg G (v) = 1. A vertex u of G is a support if uv ∈ E(G) for some leaf v of G. A connected graph G of order n ≥ 3 is point distinguishing if for any two distinct vertices u and v of G, N G [u] = N G [v] . It is totally point determining if for any two distinct vertices u and v of G, N G (u) = N G (v) and N G [u] = N G [v] .
A subset S of V (G) is a total dominating set of G if for every v ∈ V (G), there exists x ∈ S such that xv ∈ E(G). It is a locating set in G if N G (u) ∩ S = N G (v) ∩ S for every two distinct vertices u and v of V (G) \ S. Set S is said to be a strictly locating set if it is a locating set and N G (u)∩S = S for all u ∈ V (G)\S. A locating (resp. strictly locating ) subset S of V (G) which is also a total dominating set is called a locating total dominating ( resp. strictly locating total dominating ) set in a connected graph G. The minimum cardinality of a locating (resp., strictly locating) set in G, denoted by ln(G) ( resp, sln(G)), is called the locating (resp. strictly locating) number of G. The minimum cardinality of a locating total dominating (resp., strictly locating total dominating) set in G, denoted by γ LT (G) ( resp. γ SLT (G) ) is called the locating total domination(resp. strictly locating total domination) number of G.
Total domination in graphs and other types of domination are found in the book by Haynes et.al. [1] . The concepts of locating set, locating total dominating set and the associated parameters are studied by Haynes et al. in [7] , [1] , [2] , [6] , and [5] . On the other hand, the concepts of point distinguishing and totally point determining are defined and studied in [8] and [4] .
Results
If G is a connected graph, then V (G) is a locating ( strictly locating ) set. Thus, a locating ( strictly locating ) set in a connected graph always exists.
Remark 2.4 For any connected graph
Then S is also a total dominating set. Since u ∈ N G (y) \ {z} and
Therefore S is a locating set in G. In any case, S is a locating total dominating set in G, contrary to our assumption that γ LT (G) = n − 1.
Next, suppose there exists q ∈ N G (x) such that qy / ∈ E(G). If q and y are support vertices to q and y , respectively, then S = V (G) \ {q , y } is a locating total dominating set. If only one of them say q is a support vertex to q then S = V (G) \ {q , y} is a locating total dominating set . Further, if q and y are not support vertices, then S = V (G) \ {q, y} is a locating total dominating set. Thus, again we obtain a contradiction. Therefore xy ∈ E(G) for all y ∈ V (G) \ {x}.
It remains to show that uv / ∈ E(G) for every two distinct vertices
The converse is easy. 
Proof : Suppose γ LT (G) = 2. Then there exist adjacent vertices x and y such that S = {x, y} is a minimum locating total dominating set in G. Since S is a locating set
Then one of x and y, say x has at least two neighbors in V (G) \ S that are not in N G (y). This implies that S is not a locating set in G, contrary to our assumption. Thus,
Conversely, suppose there exist adjacent vertices x and y of G satisfying the given properties. Let S = {x, y}. Then it is easy to show that S is a locating total dominating set in G. Thus, γ LT (G) = |S| = 2.
Locating Total Domination in the Join of Graphs
Let A and B be sets which are not necessarily disjoint. The disjoint union of A and B, denoted by A
• ∪ B, is the set obtained by taking the union of A and B treating each element in A as distinct from each element in B. The join of two graphs G and H is the graph G + H with 
Theorem 3.1 Let G and H be connected non-trivial graphs. Then S ⊆ V (G + H) is a locating total dominating set of G + H if and only if
Suppose now that one of S 1 and S 2 is not a locating set, say S 1 is not a locating set in G. Then there exist distinct vertices a and b of G such that
is not a locating set in G + H, contrary to our assumption. Therefore S 1 and S 2 are locating sets in G and H, respectively. Next, suppose that both S 1 and S 2 are not strictly locating sets. Then there exist z ∈ V (G) \ S 1 and
contrary to the assumption. Accordingly, S 1 is a strictly locating set in G or S 2 is a strictly locating set in H.
For the converse, suppose that S 1 and S 2 are locating sets in G and H, respectively, and S 1 or S 2 is a strictly locating set. Let x and y be distinct ver-
Hence, S is a total dominating set in G + H. Therefore, S is a locating total dominating set in G + H.
Corollary 3.2 Let G and H be connected non-trivial graphs. Then γ LT (G+H) = min{sln(H) + ln(G), sln(G) + ln(H)}.
Proof : Let S be a minimum locating total dominating set in G. Let S 1 = V (G) ∩ S and S 2 = V (H) ∩ S. By Theorem 3.1, S 1 and S 2 are locating sets in G and H respectively, and S 1 or S 2 is a strictly locating set. Assume first that S 1 is strictly locating. Then
If S 2 is strictly locating, then
Now suppose without loss of generality that
sln(G) + ln(H) ≤ sln(H) + ln(G).
Let S 1 and S 2 be minimum strictly locating sets in G and H, respectively. Then S = S 1 ∪ S 2 is a locating total dominating set in G + H by Theorem 3.1. Therefore,
This proves the desired result.
Corollary 3.3 Let G be a non-trivial connected graph and let
is a locating total dominating set in G + K 1 if and only if for v ∈ V (K 1 ) either S = S 1 ∪ {v}, where S 1 is a locating set in G, or v / ∈ S and S is a strictly locating total dominating set in G.
This implies that S is a locating set in G. Now, if there exists
to our assumption that S is a locating set in G + H. This implies that S is a strictly locating set in G. Let u ∈ V (G). Moreover, since S is a total dominating set in G + H, it is a total dominating set in G.
For the converse, assume first that S = S 1 ∪ {v}, where S 1 is a locating set in G. Clearly, S is a total dominating set in
This shows that S is a locating total dominating set in G + H.
Finally, suppose v / ∈ S and S is a strictly locating total dominating set in G. Then S is a total dominating set in
As a consequence of Theorem 3.4 we have the following results

Corollary 3.5 Let G be a connected non-trivial graph. Then
γ LT (G + K 1 ) = min {γ SLT (G), ln(G) + 1}.
Locating Total Domination in the Corona of Graphs
Let G and H be graphs of order m and n, respectively. The corona of two graphs G and H is the graph G • H obtained by taking one copy of G and m copies of H, and then joining the ith vertex of G to every vertex of the ith copy of H. For every v ∈ V (G), denote by H v the copy of H whose vertices are attached one by one to the vertex v. Denote by v + H v the subgraph of the corona G • H corresponding the join {v} + H v .
Theorem 4.1 Let G and H be non-trivial connected graphs. Then S ⊆ V (G • H) is a locating total dominating set in G • H if and only if S
Proof : Suppose S is a locating total dominating set in
Consider the following cases:
Since S is a locating set and v / ∈ S,
Thus, E v is a locating set in H v . Furthermore, because S is a total dominating set and v / ∈ S , E v must be a total dominating set in 
This implies that S is not a locating set in G •
Suppose now that u = v. Consider the following cases:
Therefore S is a locating set f G • H. Accordingly, S is a locating total dominating set of G • H.
Theorem 4.2 Let G and H be non-trivial connected graphs, where
Proof : Let S be a minimum locating total dominating set in G. Then S = A ∪ B ∪ C ∪ D where A, B, C, and D are the sets described in Theorem 4.1.
Now let A be a minimum strictly locating total dominating set in H.
A v is a locating total dominating set in G • H by Theorem 4.1. Hence,
Corollary 4.3 Let G and H be non-trivial connected graphs with |V
(G)| = n such that γ L (H) = γ SLT (H). Then γ LT (G • H) = n γ SLT (H).
Locating Total Domination in the Composition of Graphs
The composition of two graphs G and H is the graph Proof : Suppose C is a locating total dominating set in
This means that C is not a locating set in G [H], contrary to the assumption. Thus, S = V (G). Now, let x ∈ V (G) and suppose that T x is not a locating set in H. Then there exist distinct vertices p and
it follows that C is not a locating set in G [H], contrary to the assumption. Thus, T x is a locating set in H for each x ∈ V (G).
Let x and y be adjacent vertices in G with
. Suppose that T x and T y are not strictly locating sets in H.
. This, again, contradicts the assumption. Therefore T x or T y is strictly locating in H. Let x and y be distinct non-adjacent vertices of G with ((y, c) ). Since C is a locating set in G [H],  N G[H] (x, a) = N G[H] (y, c) . This implies that there exists (y, d) ∈ {y} × T y such that (y, d)(y, c) ∈ E(G[H] ). This means that d ∈ T y and cd ∈ E(H). Thus, T y is a dominating set in H.
For the converse, suppose that the conditions (i),(ii),(iii) and (iv) hold. Let (x, a) ∈ V (G[H] ). Since G is non-trivial and connected, there exists y ∈ V (G) such that xy ∈ E(G). Proof : Let C = x∈S ({x} × T x ) be a minimum locating total dominating set in G [H] . By Theorem 5.1 and the fact that G is totally point determining, it follows that S = V (G) and T x is a minimum locating set in H for each x ∈ V (G). Thus, γ LT (G[H]) = |C| = |S|ln(H) = n(ln(H)).
